BECKY BLACK

Merging Abandonment

Frozen In Time, encaustic, on birch panel, 30 x 42 inches, 2014
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Morning Break, encaustic on birch panel, 24 x 24 inches, 2015

Drawing and ceramics were my first artistic loves; drawing hands and feet and creating
hand-built ceramic pots occupied many hours in my youth. I tried all types of painting
mediums, but none of them grabbed me, that was until encaustics. Back in 2001, while at
an art opening, the featured artist, Melissa Battersby, was showing large beautiful luminous
paintings. I was with a friend and we asked her, "How did you create the luminosity in
your work?" She replied, "I am not going to tell you", and she was not joking. Every time
Melissa was alone, we'd go up and say, "come on, give us a hint" with her replying "no".
This dialogue went back and forth for over an hour until we finally wore her down and she
stated, "I live in Palm Desert, I paint outside when it’s over 100 degrees, I use my hands as
a paintbrush and I am not telling you anything else". After we arrived home, my friend
Googled "paint" and "heat" and discovered the world of encaustic supplies and purchased
some, even though he knew nothing about them.
When the supplies arrived, he set up a 3' x 3' birch panel canvas to work on. I was totally
overwhelmed by the tools of the trade: a hotplate, heat gun, and melted beeswax so I said,
"You paint, I find all these tools intimidating". I proceeded to watch, from over his
shoulder, as he laid down and fused the encaustic paint. After a few minutes I said, "I
think I can do this, let me give it a try now". He handed me the pot of melted beeswax,
the paintbrush and stepped aside. In just a few minutes of painting I felt HOME, home
like I have never felt before.

Within 5 minutes I felt like I had been painting with

encaustics ALL OF MY LIFE, it was a surreal experience.

Leap, encaustic, on birch panel, 24 x 18 inches, 2014

Invitation, encaustic, on birch panel, 42 x 30 inches, 2015

Merging
Longing hearts of deeply whispered passion
merging into a peaceful delight.
Finding you soaring in deep blue skies and laughing
our way into lives of wonder and surprise.
Eyes so pure and deep of soul drawing me into a
quandary where lifetimes pass and love invites.
Yes. I open my life and heart to you with ease and grace
to discover sacred spaces of joy and gratitude.
Abundance is our playground of intention and co-creation
of lives shared and celebrated.
I love you as the precious and beautiful woman, who has stirred
me to inhale the sensual fullness of what it means to be loved so
freely by the delicious sweetness of your playful affections.
We choose this merging and allow the love of lifetimes to emerge
with our sacred intentions softly spoken and danced with delight.
©KB 2006

I draw from two passions, inspired writings and the ocean. The inspirations that run through me
are vibrant and seemingly alive in the molten state of the encaustic paint.

The nature of

encaustics, its’ flow, richness, natural depth, and translucency is simply enthralling. Each painting
has a life of its’ own, that no one can own. Every piece that comes through has a story to tell and
offers guidance in how to usher it forth, birth it, if you will. I'd like to share one such story.
Kevin and Janet asked me to create a painting that would represent their union. They were to be
wed in 6 months and thought the painting would make a lovely wedding present to one another.
Kevin was familiar and confident with my process so they gave me free rein to choose the design
and colors.

I asked them to share how they perceived themselves. Kevin also sent a poem,

“Merging”, describing his feelings for Janet and their union. I spent time reading and being still with
their words, from which a beautiful image emerged of a blue sky, purple, black and silver sides and
shades of swirling orange in the middle. I drew a little version of what I saw with crayons. Kevin and
Janet asked me to tune into them, while painting, so their energy would be imbued into the piece.
When I started their painting, the imagery just flowed through me; in two days their 3-foot
by 5-foot painting was almost complete. The pace and pulse in which the painting poured
through was just remarkable. Then abruptly, everything just stopped. I could not "hear" or
sense the piece anymore. Time passed, the wedding was approaching; yet the painting
remained SILENT. Everything in the painting was done except for the center, it was just a
little off. The painting had been mute for about one month when Kevin and I spoke on the
phone; he asked how the piece was coming along. I shared of the silence and the ability to
paint for only those first few days. Kevin replied, "Thank goodness! Janet and I were going
through a deep process and we didn't want that energy in the painting." After a few more
months, Kevin called again; the report was the same, SILENCE. I shared that for some reason
the paint kept separating from the canvas and it looked like a spider web. Kevin said, "Thank
goodness! Janet and I were feeling like our minds had been filled with cobwebs". Kevin and
I concluded that the wedding ceremony would perhaps open the flow of communication
with the painting, and while on their honeymoon it just might speak again. So, the painting
as a wedding present was taken off the table.

Breath of Stars, encaustic, on birch panel, 48 x 48 inches, 2016

River of Light, encaustic, on cradled birch panel, 36 x 60 inches, 2016

Rebirth, encaustic, on birch panel, 48 x 36 inches, 2014

Merging Abandonment, encaustic, on masonite, 36 x 60 inches, 2007

After the wedding, Kevin and Janet were off on their three-week honeymoon.

I was

pleased about the idea of being able to finish the painting while they were away. Every
day, I would go into the studio anticipating the possibility of catching a whisper, but every
day the painting remained the same, quiet and still.

One week passed, then another.

With only two days of their honeymoon remaining, the painting spoke, one word. One
word, loud and clear ABANDONMENT.

The painting then showed me an image of

throwing white paint, with abandonment, onto the canvas, in the area that was “just a little
off”. I was concerned; I could ruin the piece with this action. But I trusted. I trusted what
was revealed, trusted the process so far; so I would trust this vision of THROWING
titanium white encaustic paint onto the canvas with ABANDONMENT. In just 10 minutes
of hurling paint onto the canvas Merging Abandonment was complete.
When Kevin and Janet returned from their honeymoon they asked about the painting
and how the process unfolded. I told them of my experience of the continued silence,
hearing the word abandonment just two days prior to their return, and then seeing
myself throwing white paint onto the canvas.

Kevin then asked, "Becky, when you

heard the word abandonment what was the hour?" He proceeded to tell me, that at
the exact time I mentioned, he and Janet were on a beach discussing their new
company; specifically, the need to go all in, with abandonment, in order for the
company to fly. Merging Abandonment taught me to trust; trust a flow that is beyond
logic, a flow that leaves gems of grace along its’ way. So, when someone asks, how
long does it take to paint a painting? I like to say 2 days, 6 months and 10 minutes.

Shoreline, encaustic, on wood panel, inside beehive frame, 5 x 19 inches, 2016

White Caps, encaustic, on wood panel, inside beehive frame, 5 x 19 inches, 2016

I've asked a few people their experience of living with one of the paintings that have
come through and here is what they have to say. Roger writes, "For the past six or
seven years, a wispy cloud of light has floated in a blueish sky above my writing desk.
It's a relatively small encaustic painting, maybe ten inches high by seven inches wide.
It’s called Wolf Moon. In Native American mythology, January’s full moon is the Wolf
Moon, the time when wolves roam and howl. As I gaze into the painting, images of
wolves appear and disappear within the swirls of white on blue. The wild spirit of the
painting fills the room and calls forth imagination. I look at a cloud and see a wolf. I
glance at moonlight and it animates itself into tangible feeling. It happens every day,
every night, year after year. That's the power of Becky's work." Lori’s experience, “I
get the sense that the realm of the invisible one's know that they are invited to show
up.

Becky knows this and they do. Standing and viewing these colorful encaustic

paintings is an initiation of the spirit. A teaching. For me it was a first, feeling the
language of art beyond words where time stops and possibility begins with each gaze.
Her art has inspired me to remember and revisit the living realm of the subtle.” From
Suzette, “When I look at her paintings I am reminded of the depth and intimacy of
being alive - of creation expanding itself through countless nuances and variations.”
For Doreen, “The encaustic medium is a divine connection for Becky…as she not only
brings through symbolic colors and shapes, but there’s an uplifting healing energy to
her artwork.” Rollie’s sense, “Her paintings make me feel at peace, while
simultaneously activating my curiosity and imagination. The encaustic art has so many
dimensions to it and Becky enfolds the hidden raptures that await our mortal selves.
Each painting has a voice that can be heard if you listen carefully and joyfully.”

Spiraling Mandala, encaustic, on birch panel, 48 x 48 inches, 2014

Fathomless, encaustic, on birch panel, 48 x 48 inches, 2015

Upcoming show: Laguna Art-A-Fair, June 30th - September 3rd 2017

https://youtu.be/Lpeww-vHO44

Aerial, encaustic, on wood panel, inside beehive frame, 5 x 19 inches, 2015

art-a-fair.com

BIO

“The encaustic paintings that come through embody
a luminous depth of movement and expansiveness
into mysteriously sensual otherworlds.”

I was born and raised into an artistic family in Long Beach, California. My focus was on drawing
and ceramics until 2000 when I moved to Laguna Beach and shortly after began painting with
encaustics. The rich and luminous quality of encaustics instantly captivated me, awakening a
yearning to express a lifetime of sensual images seen and unseen, known and unknown. For me,
the act of painting is about flow, about listening, about stories. The beeswax, when applied to a
canvas and then heated, yields form from an ethereal formlessness.
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